From A frog To A Prince

Words and Music by Buddy Davis

Once upon a time in the land of make believe
There stood a shiny castle where a beautiful princess grieved
She lived in the castle all alone with no one to share her life so she strolled down to the magic pond and said I'll be a frog's wife and there

Strolled down to the magic pond and said I'll be a frog's wife

Green frog kissed it on its lips Go-ly, she-zam what a handsome man that frog turned to a
prince every one knows it's a fairy tale it's a quantum leap of faith 'cause a
frog is a frog and a man is a man and only God can create I've thought it through and I
think like you This fairy tale doesn't make sense why
you can kiss a frog for a million years that frog won't be a prince